
ARTIFACTS IN MRI



Basic concepts

 BW

 Spatial encoding

 K-space 

 Artifacts



BW
 Bandwidth (BW) is the range of frequencies 

(measured in Hz) involved in the transmission or 
reception of an electronic signal.

 RF-excitation (transmitter bandwidth, tBW )

 signal reception (receiver bandwidth, rBW )
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What is k-space?Kx = FE(Frequency Encording)
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Frequency encoding(FOVx)
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Matrix size= Frequency encoding(FOVx) × Phase encoding(FOVy)
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BW = 1/Δts
Δts

=

Ts=Δts*Ns(Δts=Ts/Ns)

Ns/Ts





 At 1.5 Tesla, it typically takes 8 msec to

perform one readout: Ts 8 msec.

We have a matrix of 256*256 pixels.

 BW =1/△Ts = 1/(Ts/NS) = Ns/TS =256/8 msec
256/0.008 sec = 32,000 Hz =32 kHz = 16 kHz

 if we go to a 512*512 matrix

BW=512/.008 sec = 64 kHz =32 kHz



Coil collated  signal

A/D converter

Digital data filled K-space matrix

F.T transfer

MR image

RF coil+Spatial encoding



• Image processing artifact
Aliasing
Chemical shift
Truncation
Partial volume

• Patient-related artifact
Motion artifacts
Magic angle

• Radio frequency (RF)-
related artifact

Cross-talk
Zipper artifacts
RF feedthrough
RF noise

• External magnetic field 
artifacts

Magnetic inhomogeneity

• Magnetic susceptibility 
artifacts

Diamagnetic,  

Paramagnetic,       

Ferromagnetic

Metal

• Gradient-related   artifacts

Eddy currents

Nonlinearity

Geometric distortion



Aliasing (Wrap-around)

 when the field of view (FOV) is smaller 
than the body-part being imaged. The part 
of the body that lies beyond the edge of 
the FOV is projected on to the other side 
of the image.



f(max)=+16kHz

BW=32kHz

f (觀測頻率) = f (真實) - 2f (Nyquist)
=+17kHz-2(+16kHz)
=-15kHZ

f=+17kHz

FOV







Remedies

 Surface coil

 Increase FOV

 Saturation pulses

 Oversampling 

Frequency oversampling (no  

frequency wrap [NFW])

Phase oversampling (no phase wrap   

[NPW])



FOVCOIL

COIL

Saturation pulsesPost-processing



 "Phase oversampling" (Siemens), 

 "No phase-wrap" (GE),

 "Fold-over suppression" (Philips), 

 "Anti-wrap" (Hitachi), and "Phase-wrap 
suppression" (Toshiba).
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Sagittal STIR image (A) of the cervical spine with craniocaudal phase-
encode direction demonstrates aliasing of the brain onto the upper 
thoracic spine. (B) The same image after no phase wrap was applied. 
Truncation artifact is also seen (arrows).



Chemical Shift Artifact

 Chemical shift is due to the 
differences between resonance 
frequencies between fat and water. 



 Frequency = ω0 = γB0 = (42.6 MHz/T) (1.5 T) ≒ 64 MHz 

= 64 × 106 Hz

 3.5 ppm = 3.5 ×10-6

 (3.5 × 10-6)(64 × 106 Hz) =220 Hz

 In other words, at 1.5 T, the difference in precessional frequency 
of the hydrogen protons in fat and in H2O is 220 Hz.

Water Fat
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Subtle chemical shift artifact in the knee. Frequency encoding is L to R. Apparent 
differences in cartilage thickness are artifactual, arising from a shift of marrow fat signal.







TE = 2.25 m sec (T1)



In-phase GRE with TE=4.4 msec.

out-of-phase GRE image with TE=2.2 msec.



In-phase T1 with TE=4.4 msec.

out-of-phase T1 image with TE=2.2 msec.





Dixon method

 in-phase = (water + fat)

 opposed-phase = (water - fat)

 fat only = in-phase - opposed phase 

(water + fat) - (water - fat)

 water only = in-phase + opposed phase 

(water + fat) + (water - fat)



+

In-phase Opposed-phase

-

Water onlyFat only



Remedies

 Get rid of fat using fat suppression

 Increase pixel size by keeping FOV the 
same and decreasing Nx (trade-off: 
deteriorates resolution).

 Lower  the magnet's field strength

 Increase bandwidth (trade-off: lowers SNR)

 Switch phase and frequency directions

 Use a long TE



BW=32kHz(256pixels)      Pixel=125Hz
1.5T 220Hz=1.76pixel

BW=64kHz                        Pixel=250Hz
1.5T 220Hz=1pixel



BW:130 BW:450



Truncation Artifact (Gibbs 
Phenomenon)

 This artifact occurs at high contrast 
interfaces.skull/brain,cord/cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF),meniscus/fluid in the knee) 
and causes alternating bright and dark 
bands that may be mistaken for lesions





F.T





Proton density sagittal image of the knee shows 
truncation artifact mimicking posterior medial 
meniscus tear (white arrow). Note extension of high 
signal beyond the meniscus (black arrow).



Cord syrinxGibbs artifact



Remedies

 Increase sampling time (↓BW) to reduce 
the ripples.

 Increasing the matrix size (i.e. sampling 
frequency for the frequency direction and 
number of phase encoding steps for the 
phase direction)

 Use of smoothing filters

 If fat is one of the boundaries, use of fat 
suppression



Matrix Phase and Frequency encoding steps



256 x 128 matrix256 x 256 matrix



Axial T1W spin echo (SE) 

matrix320 × 192matrix320 × 240



Matrix 256 × 128 Matrix 256 × 256





Magic Angle Artifacts

 In imaging the joints, if a tendon is 
oriented at a certain angle (55°) relative to 
the main magnetic field, then the tendon 
appears brighter on T1- and proton density 
(PD)-weighted images, but normal on T2-
weighted images. This artifactual 
increased intensity might potentially be 
confused with pathology



Coronal PD T2-weighted image



Sagittal PD (A) and T2 (B) fat-saturated images of the knee show 
magic angle artifact as seen by increased signal on the short TE PD 
image (arrow in A), whereas the tendon itself is not
thickened and has dark signal on the T2 image (B). Joint effusion is also 
seen.



The magic angle effect causes increased signal in short TE 
images (less than 32 ms; T1W sequences, PD 
sequences and gradient echo sequences) of collagen-rich 
tendons, ligaments or fibrocartilage oriented at about 55° to 
the main magnetic field (B0).

https://radiopaedia.org/articles/t1-weighted-image
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/missing?article[title]=pd-sequences
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/gradient-echo-sequences


Remedies

 The intensity of signal variation induced by 
the magic angle will vary according to TE: 
it is maximal for relatively short TE (of the 
order of T2) and regresses when TE is 
lengthened. Variation in the relative 
hypersignal will depend on the angle.

 Allowing classic analysis with T1 and T2-
weighting 



Magic angle affect causes increased 
signal intensity of the supraspinatus 
tendon (arrow). Note TE is short

The supraspinatus tendon has low signal 
intensity on long TE



Cross-talk

 The problem arises from the fact that the 
Fourier transform (FT) of the RF pulse is not a 
perfect rectangle but rather has side lobes





Slice 1
Slice 2 Slice 3 Slice 4

Side lobes of the FT of RF pulses (such as in the case of Gaussian curves) may 
overlap,causing cross-talk.





Effect of cross-talk on image contrast. On left is a SE 2000/20 
image with 50% gap showing expected spin-density contrast. 
On right the same sequence with 0% gap demonstrating 
impaired contrast. 



Remedies

 Gaps can be introduced between 
adjacent slices 

 Two acquisitions with 100% gaps can 
be interleaved.

 The RF pulse can be lengthened to 
achieve a more rectangular pulse 
profile.



Interslice spacing

 Gap-GE, Philips, and Toshiba 

 Slice interval-Hitachi

 Distance factor-Siemens

distance factor of 20%(5mm)

1-mm gap 





The closer the profile of the RF pulse (actually its FT) is to a rectangle, the better we can 
achieve contiguous slices without encountering cross-talk.



Motion Artifact

 Motion artifact is caused by the 
patient's (voluntary or involuntary) 
movements (random) or by pulsating 
flow in vessels (periodic). We only get 
motion artifacts in the phase-
encoding direction.
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Remedies

 Use spatial presaturation pulses to saturate 
inflowing protons and reduce the artifacts.

 Swap phase and frequency
 Respiratory Compensation(RC).

ROPE and Rspiratory triggering
 Use flow compensation(Gradient moment 

nulling)
 Faster scanning (FSE, GRE, EPI, etc.); 

sequential 2D rather than 3D scanning
 Navigator echo



Spatial presaturation pulses

example: Artifacts caused by cardiac motion or blood flow may be included in
the sagittal image of the thoracic spine.
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To avoid flow artifacts,a parallel saturation slice is positioned in front and in back of the 
slice to be imaged. In this way,both arterial and venous blood are saturated.
Flow artifacts are suppressed.



Frequency encoding(FOVx)
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Phase encoding(FOVx)



Inspiration

Exspiration TR TR Scan time ↑

Respiratory Compensation(RC)



Respiratory ordered phase encoding (ROPE)

https://www.google.com.tw/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCMQFjAA&url=http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/4019854&ei=AByoU5G0GY328QXE7YHQDw&usg=AFQjCNEkHXDbFYkSJ9-GUNjFBNq-l6V4CA&bvm=bv.69411363,d.dGc


Without respiratory compensation With respiratory phase reordering



Placement of the navigator section for respiratory motion 
compensation. 

Navigator echo



+1 ~ -2 ~ +1

+1 ~ -3 ~ +3 ~ +1

TE

Stationary spins

Moving spins



Control of flow-related artifacts. (a) Image shows a cardiac pulsation artifact. (b) and with 
first-order motion compensation



RF Zipper Artifact

 This artifact is one form of central 
artifacts .They are referred to as 
zippers due to the formation of a 
central stripe of alternating bright and 
dark spots along the frequency-
encode axis (at zero phase)



Axial T1-weighted parallel MR calibration image 
shows a zipper artifact (arrow) with frequency 
encoding along the anterior-posterior axis. 



FID artifact. The side lobes of the 180° and the FID may 
overlap, causing a zipper artifact at zero frequency along 
the phase direction.



Remedies

 Increase the TE (increases the separation 
between the FID and the 180° RF pulse).

 Increase slice thickness (0z). This in effect 
results from selecting a wide RF BW, which 
narrows the RF signal in the time domain, 
thus lowering chances for overlap.



To avoid overlapping of the FID and the side lobes of the 180° pulse, you need to 
increase TE. This increase is one cause of lengthening the minimum TE.



Bandwidth = range of frequencies (determines the slice thickness) If we 
have a narrower signal, we get a wider frequency bandwidth



Axial T2 image shows RF noise (arrows) from 
monitoring devices in this recent
postoperative patient. There is also an epidural 
hematoma (arrowhead).



Remedies

 Improve RF shielding.

 Remove monitoring devices if    

possible.

 Shut the door of the magnet   

room!



Moire fringe





Remedy

 Appropriate shimming coils (auto

shimming) can minimize the problem.



Magnetic Susceptibility 
Artifacts

 Diamagnetic substances with no unpaired 
electrons have negative magnetic 
susceptibility

 Paramagnetic substances contain unpaired 
electrons, have a small positive and are 
weakly attracted by the external magnetic 
field. The rare-earth element gadolinium(Gd) 
with seven unpaired electrons is a strong 
paramagnetic substance.

 Ferromagnetic substances





T2WI and T2* gradient echo show multiple cavernomas.
Notice the popcorn appearance with peripheral rim of hemosiderin on the 
T2WI



 More subtle susceptibility distortions may be seen at 
natural interfaces (e.g., trabecular bone, paranasal 
sinuses, skull base, and sella). The shape (diffuse or 
focal) and intensity (high or low) of the artifact depend 
on local anatomic relationships, field strength, 
difference in susceptibilities, echo time (TE) as well as 
bandwidth (or readout gradient strength and direction) 
as expressed to the relationship



Remedies

 Spin echo sequences are less prone to 
susceptibility artifacts than gradient echo 
sequences. In SE, the 180° refocusing pulse 
corrects the susceptibility-induced dephasing of 
spins (which belongs to T2* effects).

 Swapping the frequency-encode and phase-
encode directions modifies the susceptibility 
artifacts without eliminating them.

 Short TE allows less time for dephasing and 
reduces signal loss.

 A large receiver bandwidth (strong gradients) 
shortens the minimal TE available



Magnetic susceptibility artifacts resulting from the presence of a nonferromagnetic
object. (a) T2-weighted turbo spin-echo image of the brain demonstrates a minor 
artifact resulting from an aneurysm clip (arrow) made
of a nonferromagnetic material (titanium). Because of the 180° refocusing pulse included 
in this sequence, the clip is clearly depicted despite the artifact. (b) T2-weighted 
gradient-echo image, obtained without a refocusing pulse, is more severely degraded by 
the artifact (arrow) produced by the aneurysm clip. (c) Diffusion-weighted echo-planar 
image obtained with a parallel imaging technique also exhibits a substantial artifact 
(arrows).



BW:60 BW:400



Gradient-Related Artifacts

 Eddy currents are small electric currents that 
are generated when the gradients are rapidly 
switched on and off (i.e., the resulting sudden 
rises and falls in the magnetic field produce 
electric currents).







 https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%A2%AF%
E5%BA%A6%E8%BF%B4%E8%A8%8A



pulses.(a) Ideal gradient waveform, (b) actual response due to eddy
currents and (c) compensated waveform.



Example 3T diffusion data collected with two phase encoding directions, combined to 
give undistorted data. 



 Ideal gradients are linear. However, as in other 
aspects of life, there is no such thing as an 
idealgradient. These nonlinearities cause local 
magnetic distortions and image artifacts. The 
effect is similar to artifacts related to B0 
inhomoge- neities.





(a) SE image obtained with a large field of view shows the result of gradient 
geometric distortion.(b) Image obtained with a vendor-supplied correction
algorithm shows correction of the geometric distortion.





Thanks for your attention

The Pirate MRI


